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Truly a work of art
Benefit from great offers on all kitchens this February!

Getting to know Joinwell’s carpenters
A look at the Industrial trend
Joinwell’s approach to kitchen design
The art of everyday living.
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Inspirations for 2018
Joinwell

Joinwell
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If there is one style that celebrates humility,
practicality and affordability, then “Toronto”
comes along as the perfect latest addition to our
kitchen collection. It has a modern yet timeless
feel which appeals to a wide segment of the
local market’s request. Being available in several finishes, its synchronous
vintage pore wood structure in combination with any matt or high-gloss finish
would create a versatile kitchen which can easily blend in with other furniture,
including contemporary or industrial concepts through natural materials and
warmer finishes. Unfinished rough feel, dark metallic accents and tinted glass,
offer this kitchen the perfect ingredients, with or without handles.
The main advantage when choosing “Toronto” is that one can easily achieve a natural effect using high quality materials
including the innovative edge finish “PUResist” which offers optimal protection against penetration of moisture. Its
sophisticated appearance and top-quality craftmanship come together naturally.
This is possibly the most sophisticated and
beautiful corner storage solution available.
At the touch of a button, the shelves/trays
rise up from the worktop in a smooth,
near silent fashion and provide ergonomic
access to an efficient use of otherwise
‘dead’ space in the most aesthetic of ways.
The gadget also works well along a normal
bank of cabinets, at a breakfast bar, or
set into an island. Both cabinets either
side can be used as completely normal
cabinets so no space is lost.The top
‘frame’ can be adapted to suit specific
manufactured layouts although the
‘standard’ configuration will fit for most.
One or two trays, illumination and power
are all options.
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Toronto kitchen collection

Gadget of the season...
Last October, Joinwell gave a number of established local interior designers the
opportunity to visit the impressive showroom display and production facility
of Häcker kitchens. The corporate base of Häcker, located in Rodinghausen in
Germany, consists of a site of just under 200,000 square meters, with 3 factories,
a state of the art showroom and a large administration building. Employing 900
people across the whole facility, Häcker distributes the German brand in 50
countries including Malta which it does through Joinwell since the start of 2017. The
scope of the visit was to equip these leading designers, Joinwell’s partners here in
Malta, with the knowledge needed about these kitchens as well as a heads up on
upcoming designs, colours, and technological gadgets. Special thanks to Häcker
for hosting the group and supporting Joinwell and its partners.
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for Meals, for Memories

Malaga
Loft
Toronto Cognac

Kali
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Meet Joinwell’s Carpenters
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Getting to know Chris Mifsud
It’s 7am. Joinwell’s team of carpenters gathers at the
warehouse to see what installations are planned for them
for the day. Bright and early, they pick up their tools, their
plans, put the GPS on and in small teams they head out on
their assignments. Bedrooms, living rooms, kitchens – their
installations vary in nature, but it can only take skilled,
dedicated carpenters to do the job right.
Chris has been working as a carpenter for the company
for just under 11 years. He grew
up watching his father work with
wood as he was also a carpenter,
so his exposure to the material and
profession fueled his passion for the
craft and eventually joined Joinwell.

Fitting teams are normally in pairs, but the carpenters
are not just working within these small teams - they must
also work closely with the design team to ensure the final
product is exactly as was intended. Chris explains how
they are also working closely with the manufacturing
facility on any modifications needed which can be done inhouse, and ensure they are done in a timely fashion prior
to the installation.
Chris says how he’s all for a
challenge, “The challenges keep you
going, keeps it interesting”. With so
many creative options of designing
furniture nowadays, no installation
is ever the same and the assembly
must be thorough and very precise.
However the challenges are not few.
From cars blocking entrances, to
narrow staircases, to unloading in
extreme weather conditions – the carpenters must deal
with such challenges on the spot.

“Joinwell’s installers
are employed with
the company, so they
have their clients’
interests at heart”

Joinwell’s installers are in fact
employed with the company, not
subcontracted, and this ensures
that they have their clients’ interests at heart. They go
the extra mile to ensure that the client is satisfied with the
end product, and when issues do arise, they consult on
what could possibly be the best solution. If it’s something
that they can deal with on spot, they will do their
utmost to have the issue resolved with the least possible
inconvenience.

A specific challenge the carpenters face on site,
especially when installing kitchens is the positioning of
power outlets, explains Chris. The electrics and plumbing
are sometimes in a different position than those outlined
in the electrical plans (which the design team would have
given to the clients in advance), so when
kitchen cabinets or appliances need to
be connected, this complicates matters.
While the carpenters do not take care of
electrics or plumbing, basic knowledge of
these helps them on site to consult client
on what is needed.
In an effort to continuously invest in its
people and ultimately give a good service
to clients, Joinwell sends carpenters’
teams on training abroad where they can
see how the furniture they’re assembling
is manufactured, tested, packed and
distributed. This benefits the team greatly,
states Chris, primarily with respect to
the knowledge gained on such trips. The
training gives the team an overview of the
whole product cycle, from sourcing the
materials up until the product is shipped
to Malta, so they can answer client’s
questions better when on site. Such trips
also prove to be good team bonding
opportunities for the carpenters where
they can let their hair down from the daily
stresses of the job and enjoy a meal or
two together.

clients who have invested in furniture, clients who
have expectations, and this adds responsibility to the
profession. Backed by a solid 70 years of experience
producing and importing furniture, Joinwell still
believes that good honest people drive the company
forward and although the people within it are not
perfect, they all try hard to give the best possible
product and service to all clients.
We are open for communication – do write to us if you
feel we can do better. We also like to receive positive
comments like the ones we’ve received here so we’d be
happy to hear from you either way. We are reachable
on info@joinwell.com.mt or via the contact form on our
website www.joinwell.com.mt/contact-us.
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“They were punctual and
very professional while
installing our bedroom.
We couldn’t be happier.”

“On behalf of my husband I would
also like to sincerely thank your
professional and capable installers
for their sterling work and for
their seriousness and commitment
towards your company.”

The importance of Joinwell’s
carpenters doesn’t just lie in delivering
a good product – they are also the last
contact point between the client and
the company. The fitters are faced with
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In Industrial Fashion

Joinwell

Primavera

Bristol

Regina

Toronto Vintage
Natural Oak
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Kitchens: The Joinwell Approach

The kitchen displays found at our showroom are aimed to
inspire, to guide, to provide a basis for the creation of a
totally unique kitchen – your kitchen.
At Joinwell we take furniture seriously because we understand
you will live with it on a daily basis, and a kitchen must reflect the
lifestyle you lead. For this purpose, clients interested in buying a
new kitchen are always encouraged to book an appointment so
that we can give them our undivided attention as we guide them
through a somewhat detailed exercise, which is summarized in the
following points:
Get hold of a detailed plan of the room, as accurately as
possible, with all accesses properly marked including the height
and width of all windows and doors.
Set an appointment with us to discuss your requirements, what
your ideal kitchen would include, bringing with you the plan of
the room.
Our design consultant will walk you through the showroom to
identify features you’d like to include, what type of finish and
colours you prefer, which door handles have the best grip for
you and which storage features and gadgets you would find
useful.
There is not one design, one layout of a kitchen – it really is
a carte blanche. The design consultant will mix and match
finishes and features across different models to put together
your layout, taking into consideration all the information you’ve
discussed. The designer will also guide the client on the choice
of worktop, and choice of appliances.
The designer would then put together a sketch of the layout
and take note of details such as what lighting will be present
in the room, any colours/wallpaper planned for the walls as
well as floor type and colour, so these may also be taken into
consideration in the design when blending colours and textures.
On the second appointment the designer will present a detailed

proposal of the design with 3D colour renderings, and provide
samples of the material and colour to be used. The proposal
can also include appliances and worktop which we source from
third parties and manage as part of the whole kitchen project. A
detailed quote will also accompany this proposal.

New Spring Collection 2018 by EightMood in 4 different unique moods now at Joinwell HOME.
Visit us for more inspirations.

The designer may also put forward suggestions on colour
schemes for tiling or open living dining layout, for a more
holistic design.
The client is free to ask questions or suggest changes to
the layout and design proposed, and any changes can be
discussed and if possible affected by the designer on the spot.
The client can take the 3D renderings home to reflect on the
layout and visualize the kitchen on site.
Once the client is happy with the whole proposal and decides
to go ahead, we will send a surveyor to measure on site to
ensure all the measurements are correct.
A plan for plumbing and electrics is also issued at this stage
and passed on to the client for implementation of the works in
the right positions needed.
A kitchen is not a room you can change every season, which is why
a lot of thought goes into the design. A good kitchen is a functional
kitchen, and functionality is totally subjective to the people using it
and the lifestyle they lead. This highlights the importance of setting
an appointment, so the designers can take the time to get to know
the clients and understand their way of life. Only this way, they
can ensure that the designs they put together are suited for their
clients. At Joinwell, you don’t need to change your ideas to meet
the kitchens available – we will change the kitchen design to make
it work for you.
If now’s the time for a new kitchen, set your appointment today.
You can do this by calling us on 2278 2000, via our contacts page
on our website - www.joinwell.com.mt, or by sending us a private
message on our Facebook page.
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Don’t just eat, Dine

Joinwell
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Nata
Wrap

Alfred by Midj
Different sizes,
finishes and
extendable
options available.

Kuga
Joe

Diamante by Midj

Available in different fabrics and
colours. Matching Chairs/Stools
also available.

Different sizes, finishes and extendable options available.

Sonny

Angle

Silvy
Sleek

Ramos by Bontempi Casa
Different sizes, finishes and
extendable options available.
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Balance by Bolia
Available in different finishes.

Barone by Bontempi Casa
Different sizes, finishes and
extendable options available.

Paris by Ingenia Casa
Different sizes, finishes and
extendable options available.

www.joinwell.com.mt

Available in different fabrics and
colours. Matching Chairs/Stools
also available.
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Bedrooms for a Good Night's Sleep
KSW L2
As shown - €2,535
Including Bed with eco-leather
headboard, slats, 2-drawer
bedside tables, 2.4m sliding
wardrobe in high gloss and
chest of 5 drawers in high gloss
finish. Available in 12 different
colours and 3 wood finishes.

My Hangout

Zamaro

Pocahontas Tent

as Shown - €3,550
Including Bed with headboard
in eco-leather accent and
complete with slats, bedside
tables with light panels, and a
3 meter wardrobe with
6 doors, accent niche
and 2 drawers.

As featured below.
Can be used on floor or
over the bed
€330

Play is the
highest
form of
research

Albert Einstein

Hanging Swing

€263

Wild Child
Fabric Bean Bag
€104

Camp Canyon

Ann
In fabric, mattress size 160 x 200 cm, the price starts
from €1,715. Different fabrics and leathers available,
other models available with/without storage.

London
Including storage, starting from €610.
Available in different fabrics and sizes,
with or without storage.
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Rivièra Maison
Spring Collection 2018 now at Joinwell HOME
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